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Warning !!!!!!

The intensifier is a highly sensitive device which easily can be 
destroyed if used in a wrong way. Pls read manual so there is no 
mistakes or damages by over saturation.
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1.0 General information about Argus camera

1.1 Short about the system

Argus is a laser assisted sub sea camera for operating in water with reduced visibility 
as well as clear water.
The system have an image intensified CCD camera unit and a laser illumination sy-
stem where there is a controll for the illumination pattern geometry.
Argus do also have a general high intensity LED illumination cluster.
Argus is connected to the surface by a cable.
Argus system have a surface control panel and monitor system for viewing.

1.1.1 Features of Argus.

Argus camera is an active laser camera with a intensified CCD camera. Unique design 
of the light source admits a better visibility in dirty water with lots of particles. As the 
water quality differs the Argus camera do have a unique adjustable optics for the illumi
nation system which makes it posisble to adapt top water quality to awlays get the 
best out of the system.
The solution admitts typically a double visibility  range to other sub sea camera sy
stems. The Laseroptronix gated camera is a bit better but it is larger and more expen-
sive. 

1.1.2  Important note. Pls note this to avoid to burn cathode of intensifier

Argus use a intensified CCD camera with 35 000 times amplification. This is highly 
sensitive in darkness but is over saturated in brighter levels of ambient light. 
If over saturated for a longer time  the camera may be burnt and lose image over parts 
of the array. Never use camera when parts of image appears very white. If iris can not 
turn down sensitivity turn of the camera. 

Camera can only be used in less 1 lux ambient light. 
If used in to strong ambient light the camera may be damaged.

1.1.3 Spec in short 

Camera Intensified CCD camera with a blue green senstitive Gen 2+ intensifier 
Resolution of CCD camera 600 TV lines. BW operation.
Resolution intensifier 53 lines per mm over 18 mm cathode
Amplification 35 000 Times
Max ambient light 1 Lux with Iris closed completley.

Optics for camera Zoom optics with elctrical control  and13 optical elements.
Zoom 18-128 mm with electric control. High transmission.

Field of view Adjustable from about 45 degree to less10 degree in water by zoom
Output PAL signal with video buffer amplifier for max 400 meter cables

Housing Stainless steel and black anodized aluminum.
Diameter 200 mm 
Length 500 mm excluding connectors and flange
Max pressure 300 meter depth of water
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Window Acrylic plastic with protection  stainless steel flange. Thickness 25 mm
2+1 Orings seal the window for water pressure
2 x M6 therads in window for dis-assembly

Connector Sub sea connentor for all controlls and power supply at camera end
Connecotor use indistrial connectors under a metallic cower sealed by O-
rings and locked by 4 M6 Screews.

Ruggedized and MIL style connectors at surface end.

Illumination 1A LED High power cluster lamp. High power emitters 
Power per LED 5 W, 12 used in 4 led rows.
Blue-Green light for best transmisison. 505 nm center wavelength with 
one blue and one white extra light source
On off by switch at control pannel.
If light oversaturate the camera the light shall be off.

Illumination 1B White light LED cluster for wide angle illumination in clear water
2 X matrix arrays on ceramic substrates. 5W power each x 2 pcs
On off by switch.
If light oversaturate the camera the light shall be off.

Illumination 2 4 different Lasers with green light
Power 100 mW at 532 nm
Rectangular optics giving shaped lillumination filelds of laser beams
Laser illuminatied areas can be adjusted as a rectangle in and out in the 
field of view. This is a square or rectangle depending on settings.
Laser illumination shall not illuminate in central part of image as this gives 
reflexes but shall be adjusted in the outer parts of field of view so reflex
es and scatter from particles are reflexted from side and back into the 
center of the viewed area. This is adjustable with motors form surface
This adjustment depends on water quality and close objects whicg can 
give reflexes.
If light oversaturate the camera the light shall be off or adjusted tyo be 
out side the field of view. If so the scatter gives light into the filed of view.

Power consumption About 100 W in total power for the camera unit. PC adds about 100-
150 W extra including screen
At 24 VDC the system normally needs 3-7 A continously dependiong 
on activated functions

Surface cable Polyurethane cable. Diameter about 15 mm in diameter clamped to a 
stainless steel wire. 
Separate signal cable in polyethene plastic with aluminum shielding. 
Diameter 15 mm
Video cable and Power cable to unit to separate noise . Diameter 7 mm
LED power cable. Diameter 7 mm
All fastened to the wire by tape so it is easy to maintaoin and repair 
when needed.
Length 100 meter totally with junction box and connectors
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Connectors Booth ends. Sub sea style at camera and MIL / rugged style at surface.

Camera screen 15/17 inch TFT screen with high visibility for out door operation.
450 / 1 in contrast and 300 Candela. High brightness and high contrast
VGA input over PC system.

1.2 Input power
Argus operates at 24 Volt DC batteries or a stabilized power sour-
ce. Max ripple is 10%. Power need is  100-200 Watt ex PC. When the 
PC system is connected max power need is up to 500W. 
220 Volt operation is also possible by an adapter
When battery voltage is low the alarm  buzzer starts up telling the batte-
ries are down in voltage and needs charging

1.3 Laser safety and the lasers
Argus contains 4 individual lasers with line optics. Each unit make a 
line where the field of view is about 45 degree in water. This makes the 
laser intensity reduced a lot if anyone stare into the optics. 
Laser safety class is 3B measureed 20 cm from the front window.

1.4 Electrical safety
Argus system fulfills the demands of IEC 60065-2002 and fullfills the 
CE demands to level 3 for industrial applications

1.5 Illumination security
The camera have a image intensifier system. This is sensitive for to 
strong ambient light. If illumination is over 1 Lux this shall be turned off. 
Image intensified can have severe damages at MCP plate if illumination 
is to strong

1.6 Pressure and operating depth
Argus is desiged to resist a max pressure of 300 meter in depth
Standard cable is 100 meter in length between end connectors and junc-
tion box connectors

1.7 Salt water operation
Argus is made of corrosion resistant materials. When operated in salt 
water the system shall always be cleaned with fresch water to avoid 
salt on windows.

1.8 Window
Window is made in acrylic plastic and very rugged to pressure and 
smaller shocks and damages.
Acrylic plastic is sensitive to scratches and must no be cleared with dir-
ty textiles or something which makes scratches to the sutface. If clea-
ned use alchohol and lens papers ( Kodak ). Clean water can be 
used but salt water shall never be used for cleaning the window.

1.9 Intensified viewing
Normally the camera is used with intensified operation only with no 
lamps. The sensitivity is very good and at large depths where humans 
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can not see the camera will give a bright image from the weak ambient 
light only.
This operation is the normal way and this admitts far less problems than 
what cameras can offer when they have own lamps.. This is the preffe
red way of operation in most cases.

1.10 Active viewing
When light is to weak and camera loose image when iris is open  we can 
add light from Lasers or LED.
Led is comparable to a lamp but the green light is far better than white 
light for viewing. We offer booth from two independent sources of LED 
clusters.
Lasers admitts a special control of light and let the scattred light go into 
the field of view of camera. This reduce  stronger reflexes from turbide 
water particles.
Laser do also give a structure of lines which can view beyond the vi-
sible range as white lines can appear far away on surfaces normally not 
seen. Eyes can see a brighter image through all particles. This is often 
possible at longer ranges up to 2-3 times to front illuminated scenes.
Laser lines which can be set paralell will also give a scale constanty pro-
jected to the viewed objcet.

2.0 Warranty , copy right and quality of Argus sub sea camera sy
stem.

2.1 Warranty time is 1 year from delivery date.

2.2 Warranty is FOB / Ex works Stockholm. Incoterms 2000 

2.3 Warranty is voided if system is operated in a not acceptable way. This 
included a burnt intensifier due to over exposure.

2.4 Warranty is voided if the camera seals and interior is opened by a not 
autorized person.

2.4.1 Warranty is void if the intensified camera hav been exposured to 
strong light destroying the MCP plate of the image intensifier. Pls see 
strong warnings about this

2.5 Argus camera and its rights belongs to Laseroptronix in Sweden. User 
is not allowed to show the manuals and the secret parts of the Argus 
camera for non authorised persons and competitors.

2.6 Argus camera is protected by patent and patent applications and other 
non material rights related to Laseroptronix.

2.7 Argus camera is checked before delivery in sub sea and air . The qua-
lity is defined in a quality approval certificate signed by test staff. 

2.7.1 Camera is tested to a resolution target, tests at low light level and illu-
minated level of ambient light.
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2.7.2 Output power of beams and lines are checked before delivery.

2.7.3 Line quality of the lasers pattern are checked

2.7.4 LED lamps are tested and power intensity pattern inspected

2.7.5 The outer surfaces are inspected to bad quality and correct mounting

2.7.6 Painted surfaces are checked so there are no corrosion problems 

3.0 Mechanical installation

3.1 Unpacking the system out of transit case. 
Check casing and packing before open it if there are transport damages. 
If so this must be documented and a discussion with the responsible or 
the forwarder before opening it. Case is rugged but anything can hap-
pen in transports.

3.1.1 If the camera system is delivered on the special pallet. pls see special 
instructions for this.
We have a special packing which also can be used as a operators table 
and transport packing at same time. This is far more easy to handle and 
offers better operation. This is described at other parts of the manual.

3.2 Check all parts for visible damages.

3.3 Check all parts are there as spec on packing list and orders and 
contracts. If problems act immediatley with local managers and contact 
Laseroptronix or the forwarder + customs.

3.4.1 Put the sub sea unit on a table and check it

3.4.2 Remove protection over the connector and check the connctor is not 
dirty inside. Normally the camera is delivered with sub sea connector clo
sed and assembled.

3.4.3 Put the cable connector in place and lock with outer ring. Check it firm-
ly so it is fully tighted and not loose. The cable have different connec- 
tors in booth ends and the sub sea end is marked sub sea.

3.4.4 Check the cable from down to us for damages and cracks. Pls. se it is 
not twisted to much as this can cause handling problems.

3.4.5 Check the connectors on the junction box so they are clean inside the 
protection caps of the cable connectors.
Connection of all cables are showed later in this ,manual by photos.

3.4.6 Connect the sub sea cable to the junction box and tighten the connec-
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tors firmly by hand.

3.4.7 Conect the cable to the power supply as marked on the cable. Junc-
tion box can handle as well as 12-24 volt and 230 volt. Only use one 
at same time. This is protected mandatory operation of 230 when this 
is active.

3.4.8 Connect the junction box to PC cable as marked.

3.4.9 Connect the PC system the tradtional way as marked with key bord 
and mouse.

3.4.10 Take the camera unit and install the cable lifting clamp to the cable if 
there is an other way you hang the camera in a separate cable. Pls 
see instruction in this manual with drawing.

3.4-11 System is ready for electrical connection and activitation

  Junction box with connectors
3.5 Junction box have following marked connectors / glands

3.5.1  230 Volt cable in one large gray /  red connector

3.5.2 Cable with battery clamps for 24 volt. Red is + and Black is -

3.5.3 230 Volt standard connector for the PC on the top cower

3.5.4 Connector for the sub sea unit

3.5.5 Connector to the TFT monitor for video where cable pass through.

* 4 Operators panel
The panel contains following control posibilities

4.2.1 Led cluster control.
Turns on and off of LED high intensity clusters
Admitts control of power of LED source and intensity
On / Off + power in a rotating button

4.2.2 Power main switch on / off for the complete system . 
Lamp shows when on if there is power connected. If black no power.

4.2.3 Laser field control button marked bottom
Turns laser on and off for the laser field located at bottom of the system

4.2.4 Button marked down
Direct the laser field down to bottom
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4.2.5 Button marked up
Direct the laser field up to surface

4.2.6 Buttons marked Top and under this up + down
Exactly like 4.2.4 but this is the laser field on top

4.2.7 Buttons marked left
Turn laser on and off

4.2.8 Buttons under 4.2.7
Direct the  laser fields in movements left and right

4.2.9 Button marked right
Like 4.2.7 but controlls the right laser field

4.2.10Zoom control button
The zoom can be adjusted form field of views from aproximatley 10 degree to 45 de
gree.

4.3 PC system
This is a standard PC with Windows environment and a special application for viewer 
of the camera. 
This contacts an recording system storing video streams on the HD drive of the PC.
The PC have 2 hard disc drives.
There is a installed software for simpler video production and maintenance.
PAL cameras are connected on back side of the PC by the yellow RCA cobnnector
There is a frame grabber converting the analogiue video to digital shape stored on the 
HD drive.

4.3.1 One for the operation system and general PC software

4.3.2 One for video recodrings of at last 120 GB size in onwe or 2 drives

5 Display system and operators visible output

5.1 Monitoring the camera
All systems have  monitor capabilities
One is the PC system with the software

5.2 PC viewer
The  PC system have a built in frame grabber card with a software .
Producer is VVmer in taiwan who is very well know in this area
This system have a separate manual and original CD in the delivery
This is accessed by the PC and general PC commands as spec. in the manual of . 
This is not commented more in the manual.

5,3 TFT screen

5.3.1 Screen is a  TFT monitor operating also used as the PC monitor.
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5.3.2 The monitor is controlled by buttons on the front marked with text and symbols
Monitor have following controls. Pls also see manual of the screen which is included in 
the catalogue delivered with the screen. The screen is a high brightnes and high con-
rast type. Dimensions are 15 or 17 inch.

5.3.3 Contrast setting the contrast

5.3.4 Brightness setting the brightness of screen

5.3.5 Colour which is not used in the camera as this is black and white.

5.3.6 On and off

5.4 Recording of video
The PC software have a recording capability on a separate integrated HD 
This admitts more than one full day recording 
PC have a DVD burner you can save the movies on a DVD for the future 

6.0 System over view and characteristics

Back ground of Argus sub sea camera

Argus is a special camera for sub sea applications in water with lots of particles. Normal came-
ras do not work to well when there is to much dirt in the water. When it is dark there are lamps 
and they do reflect the light from the particles and this gives lots of scatter into the camera op-
tics. This oversaturate the camera. Stronger lamps increase problems. Weaker lamps increa-
se need for a more sensitive camera and this do also limit the range. This problem is obvious 
for everyone working with sub sea applications. 
We say the white wall problem.
The comparison is to operate a car in heavy fog. Head lights reduce sight dramatically and low 
lights are the best.
Often designers of sub sea cameras forget the transmisison in water. The best transmission is 
in blue green spectra of light. Preferable the light shall be betwen 480-540 nm in the spectra.

When halogen lamps are used they do give the full spectra including red and yellow light. This 
is absorbed in water but is unplesant in giving reflexes of particles over saturating the camera 
easily. 
Red / yellow must be avoided to have a long range. Many cameras are more sensitive in IR 
than green and this makes all worse.

Shortly typical values are as follows in water penetration in clear water with zero particles. This 
is practical values without to much science specifications.

UV light 10 cm or less
Blue/ green light 20-30 meter
Yellow light 5-10 meter
Red light 3-5 meter
Inrfared 800 nm 1 meter or less
Far IR no transmittance at all
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6.1 Argus camera system spectral characteristics

Intensified camera we use is blue green sensitive and we use 532 nm green light for the la-
sers and  about 500 nm for the LED cluster illuminator. This gives the best efficiency. 
Our ligt sources gives no red or yellow light at all and this is very important for performance.

6.2 Argus camera field characteristics

Normal cameras with illumination do often adjust the lamps in the center of the viewed area. 
This makes all particles in the center to shine a lot and by this set the camera exposure down. 
What you see is a highly white cloud hiding all what is behind. Argus to not illuminate at all in 
image senter as what is scattred from surrounding areas is more than enough.

Important.

When camera is in operation test with no illumination at all to start with. This is 
always best if it works. The 35 000 times amplification admitts very good viewing in deep 
darkness.

Practically we expect most customers need no illumination in 90% of all operations.
If camera is oversaturated  turn of light as this can damage the intensifier system.
Max ambient light of intensified cameras is 1 lux which is rather dark.

6.2.1 LED lamp cluster sources

Argus use LED light sources. They have a long life time and no filaments which can get bro-
ken easily. They do have the demanded blue green spectra which is a must.
The LED lamps are mounted in a ring around the camera optics in the center. This is to avoid 
problems with particles getting to much light just in front of the optics. There are anyway partic-
les beside the field of view and they do scatter light back into the viewed area. This light is so 
strong that there are no problems to see as the camera is intensified. The indirect scattred light 
do not oversaturate as much as other lamps do and is far better for sub sea viewing in muddy 
water. This style of illumination do increase the range in partial muddy water several times in 
depth.
If water is very muddy the scatter will be to strong and the LED can not be used.
If so passive viewing is better. Turn LED-s of if so.

6.2.3 Laser Field generators / lamps

Argus do have have laser field generators which are adjustable in angle. The LED are good to 
some degree but water is never comparable and it is needed to have large flexibility in how 
to adjust the camera in operation sub sea. LED can be turned on or used in combination with 
the laser filed generators.
The laser field generators have 4 individually adjustable lasers with line optics. The beam is a 
line with about 45 degree field of view and a thickness of about 100 mm at 10 meter in 
distance. The 4 lasers can individually be adjusted in and out from center to create a square or 
rectangle of light around the camera. All are individually adjustable as the lasers near a surface 
or bottom may need an other setting as a laser in free water with no solid surfaces in the area 
which can reflect light.
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Normal position of lasers is paralell lines. Here the lines are paralell all over the depth. This ad-
mitts the operator to see a square on target and this square has a known dimension. This acts 
as a ruler which is very useful.
Normally the lasers are not needed for most application as the camera is very sensitive in low 
level ambient light.

The laser field can be set so it touch the viewed area of the camera in the outer parts. The 
strong laser light is diffuse reflected by scatter from the particles into the center as indirect light. 
This is similar to LED and very efficient for extended viewing in muddy or semi clear water.

The 3D feelings can be reached as the line will hit objects in the field of view. This gives a line 
or pattern on what is hitted which is visible far beyond the visible area. The image is not very 
good as it has passed through a lot of water and particles but still it is efficient in telling somet-
hing is there or not. It adds a 3D apperance and perspective to the view.

The lasers must by several reasons be individually adjustable as all preset systems do only 
work in a very exactly definew water quality and application. Argus camera is designed to be 
flexible and useable in muddy water.

Clear water application is also very good as the illumination system do always help and when 
water quality admitts 20-30 meter the extended rangee is still needed.
Tests in Atlantic not to good water with laser lamps showed that an 8 m visibility of bottom  in 
detail was  increased too a 18-20 meter visibility of the laser pattern on the bottom. It was not 
to detailed but it was there and it was visible.

7.0 Technical specifications of Argus sub sea camera

7.1 Camera unit specifications

CCD camera 600 TV lines resolution and 0.05 Lux sensitivity connected to
Image intensifier system Generation 2+ image intensifier
Blue extended spectral range
Resolution typical 53 lines per mm over a 18 mm diameter MCP
PAL output ( 420 TV lines real resolution )
Ambient temperature - 10 to + 50 degree C
FOV Zoom from 10 to 45 degree in water ( more in air )
Electrical Iris system and shutter
Camera installed in soft mount to resist shocks and bumps 

7.2 LED lamp cluster system
Green LED in the 505 nm spectral range
8 different light sources giving about 25 Candela per unit in light flux
Operating voltage internally 12 volt 2,5 A
Adjustable from zero to 100% in power
MTBF of LED are typically 100 000 hours

7.3 Laser field generators
Laser source doubled diode pumped YAG laser
Wavelength 532 nm +- 1 nm
Output power 50-100 mW per field
Laser power is preset and not adjustable
Field of view 45 degree sub merged and more in the open air ( about 60 degree )
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Line thickness is set to be different to the different lasers. This is for getting better posi-
bilities to adjust the camera in various water conditions.
Line power distribution is less 20-30% along the line length
MTBF of laser is typically 5000 hours

7.4 Sub sea encapsulation and cable to surface
Casing made in aluminum. 
Anodized in black
Screews made in Stainless steel  resistant to salt water
Window is made in Acrylic plastic and scratch sensitive
External details are made in stainless steel or anodized aluminum
Cable connector is a sub sea connector for large depths and operation in salt water
Cable is a polyurethane /  rubber cable clamped together
Cable is strong enough to carry the camera if not tensioned with extra force or strong 
pulses. A stain less steel wire is inside the cable set.
Weight about 20 kg ex cable
Weight cable typical 100 kg
Weight controllers and  junction boxes 25 kg
Weight complete system on special pallet  225 kg

7.5 Junction box
Polyester glasfiber box ,water proof IP 65 level
Yellow signal colour painted
Integrated inverter for battery 12 or 24 volt to 230 volt (12 or 24 spec when ordering)
Max power at 230 volt  600W +- 10 %
Max input voltage variations +- 10% at nominal voltage
Battery current at 24 volt batteries 25A
All connectors of rugged military style IP 65 level or more
Gold plated contact elements for no rust or corrosion
Weight about 15 -20 kg

7.6 PC system
Standard PC system typically Compac with flat screen 2 GHz or more
Extra HD drive installed typically 120 MB or more
TFT Flat screen 15-17 inch VGA High intensity and high brightness type
Framegrabber + software. Typically Pinacle or VV Mer  systems with PAL input
System to be used indoor inside the extra casing and it is a normal Office system

8.0 Operation of Argus camera system

8.1 Argus camera is connected as described in this paper and started up by the main 
switch at junction box. Put all illuminations swicthes in off position
All cable attached as described at other places in the document
All cables delivered with the system
Battery cable have clamps for battery pol connection

8.2 Pls see you use correct operating voltage from 230 volt or the battery. If battery is 
used pls. check the battery voltage is as spec on the connection cable for the battery. 
Damage can occur if there is over voltage available

8.3 Pls. start up PC as a normal standard PC system ( se manuals if needed )
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8.4 Start up extra screen. LED indicator tells if voltage is on

8,5 See Windows operating system starts up completley

8.6 Start up Pinacle  / VVmer video software in PC and see you have the image from the 
camera in the screen If all OK continue

8.7 Get camera in the water and when sub  merged .Start the system when camera is in 
darkness and not in the air. Use switch for camera on for this. If oversaturated close Iris 
or turn off the camera.

8.8 Get the camera to desired working area and look at image.
If it is very dark start LED lamps  Adjust Iris not to oversaturate the image. Pls see it is 
not to white. This indicates over saturation and too much light.
It is alkways better to not have the LED lamps on if possible as this use natural vback 
ground light.
Pls see divers in the area do not point their lamp into the camera. Intensified ca
meras do not like strong light sources.

8.9 If the LED is illuminating to many particles in front of the camera close Iris and see 
if this helps. If not turn lamps of and see. If still not OK use lasers orientated outside the 
field of view.

8.10 Turn all alsers on and watch the results. If to much light move laser fields from center 
and out. If to dark move from outer position and into the field of view.
Adjust the 4 lasers where the total result is the best. Use eyes to get the feeling what 
is the best.

8.11 For inspection the need is normally a good image at shorter range. 
Here the laser fields can be more out positioned than in the camera centre.
For navigation and large area search the clear image is less critical and larger objects at 
long range are more important  to see. Adjust lasers for best visibility.

8.12 3D feelings and perspectives can be reached by using the laser fields. 
They are straight and when illumination of an surface the surface gets a depth and per
spective as camera is positioned a bit beside the laser source ( triangulation methode )

8.13 Play with controlls all the time. water quality differs all the time. Angles and back ground 
illumination do als differ a lot. Play and adjust and soon you get the feeling how it 
works.
This is a bit art in how it is operated and this needs its time to learn.
This is not so difficult and after a few hours this is in the brain.

About intensifier systems

Image intensifiers are a highly sensitive device and similar to what are used in Night Vision sy-
stems and goggles. This device amplifiy 35 000 times. The camera can see in darkness whe-
re normal eyes can not see anything at all.
Military style intensifiers do not like to much ambient light and if so they are not used and tur-
ned off.
The Arguus have similar characterictics but have a CCD camera and not the eyes of the ope-
rator.
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* Pls note that hard over saturation always destroy or degenerate the cathofe 
multi channel plate MCP.

9.0 Overview of Argus laser camera system

          

Argus camera housing with front view. Camera is in the centre and the illumination system aro-
und it. The stain less steel flage is mounted by 8X M 4 screews and if they are remnoved the 
window can be changed.
Two M6 holes in the window are used to grab the window by the screews in the tool box 
and then the window can be lifted out. 
Window sealing O- Rings must have water proof grease over the o-rings. This reduce friction 
dramatically and seal the unit better to water.
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       Adjustment of angle in water
The angle of the camera in water can be adjusted by the two way stain less steel screew and 
the position of the clamp /  rubber band on the camera. The extra O-ring on out side is just a 
simple protection not to scratch the anodizing on the casing.
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Front view of camera with window away.

Two M6 holes at edge are used to press out the flange when service is done by authorized 
staff. When the screews are tighten the flange is moved out and can be removed.
*
4x3 Arrays use strong LED lamps.  
3 use 505 nm 5W green leds which are by far the strongest available anywhere.
1 use a white, blue and green 1W LED array. This admitts better colour ballance in the gray 
scale at short range. These new emitters gives 5 times more power than the earlier versions 
equal to the brightness of 72 units of the 1 W led-s
*
2 pcs White cluster lamps gives strong bright light for operation in very clear water.
*
4 lasers gives 4 individually adjustable laser lines.
2 are narrow and weaker and useable for 3D improvements and for use in very dirty water
2 are stronger and giwes wider lines. They are for  better water quality and very lonmg ranges
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Rear end of camera with connector for the cable

Cable to left is twisted by Jaffa tape for easy repairs.
Entrance to flange is shielded by 2 rubber hoses and they are wrapped by self vulcanizing 
tape.
Wire is locked to the end by a lock and have a rubber hose at bottom end
All glands are specially sealed with soft epoxy glue and filled at back side into cables.
4 M6 Stain less steel screews holde the flange in position
Behind the flange there are 4 brass bushiungs which holdes the rear end over the inside hid-
den connectors
If the 4pcs screews are removed and then the 4 pcs brass bushings it is possible to open 
the connector to remove the cable. This design offers a very good protection for connectors 
and reduce risks for damage in hard operation.

 
Locking screews open and cower open. Pls note the grease over the double O-rings. THis is 
very important for sealing better and easier to remove as friction of rubber is very high.
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Cower totally away. Inside here you have all connectors well protected for bad handling.
From left Power connectoir with 110 volt input
Then the 24 VDC LED controller connector
Then the video cable of BNC style
Right is the signal connector 25 pin d-sub industrial style

Connectors at left image

Chassis connectors on right image

When connectors are fastened the cower is twisted a bit and then all cables easily fall on pla-
ce. Then tighten the screews with some care as they are M6 diameter.
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 Camera cable on the pallet option
Cable in the special packing under the camera. Cable is 100 meter including connectors and 
junction box cables.
Cable is strapped with Jaffa tape which is very common. This makes service and modifica-
tions very simple.
Smallest beding radius of the cable is 30 cm.
Cable is of the stiff design preffered by many divers as if keeps its position in water far better 
than softer cables.
Normally the camera is not disconnected from the cable.
The camera is strapped to a smaller jig which can be lifted out from the cable so the cable is 
open. Camera is strapped to the jig.

 Pallet with camera jig removed.
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Power suppl unit.

Power supply box front side. From left

Black centre connecrtor is 24 VDC for LED array
Left bottom metallic connector is power to the control panel
Left top red connector is 110 Volt for the Camera unit
3 pcs yellow connectors are for the PC system and its screen
On / off swicth for the complete system
Red and black cables are for the battery 24 VDC operation.

Power supply inside the unit

Left insulation transformers for 110 Volt AC
Silver box is a 600 W inverter making 230 volt  AV of 24 VDC
Automatic fuses on far end.
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Control panel unit

From left side
Top gray connector to junction box for signal cable 8 pin
Bottom black connector to junction box for signal cable 13 pin
Cable left to the power supply unit
All buttons and lamps are marked with labels telling what they do.
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Power supply and control box on spcial pallet / transport box.
All cables connected
24 VDC cablee  with battery clamps in center not connected to the battery.

PC system is installed in a box under the panels. When door is opened the system is avai-
lable and can be connected. key board and mouse is also in this box. Here it is protected .
Our ideas is that the pallet is a combination of transport box as well as operators table.
Dual functions are always better. Units can if wanted be separated.
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PC system  is connected in normal ways for key board and mouse + TFT screen
The yellow connector is the video from thye camera connected to the frame grabber of the 
PC system.

PC Screen on top of pallet out side the transport protrection box. Key board on right side. 
This is one proposal how to use the system.
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Monitor with screen in camera position.
The camera view is in the screen in center of this TFT screen. 
Operators panel on left side where all can be controlled.
On rigfht side there is the video player software to make video movies.
All menues of video system in English. Mouse is enough for normal viewing. Software inclu-
ded capabilities to adjust videos into movies of more professional style. Pls see manual from 
supplier as well as PC menues which explains all.

Inside view of camera.
This is normally done at service and not in fiedl operation. As you can see there are lots of de-
tails in this very complicated camera system.
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9.2 General view of the system
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LED Cluster control

Laser field control

Low High

Power

Bottom Top Left Right

Power

On/Off

Left  - Right Left  - RightUp  -  Down Up  -  Down

+ -

Energy

230 VOLT for PC

Principal layout of operation of Argus camera system

Different versions can be different in smaller details.
Camera is intensified and noremally this is the best.
If very dark we can add LED or Laser illumination sources.
Laser lines gives references as well as admitts better and longer viewing in turbide waters.
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10.0 Lasers in  sub  sea operation

10.1 Lasers are not used common in sub sea applications. There are some classified milita-
ry applications where the Argus is not an option.
Lasers in Argus is more or less a qualified lamp system giving illumiunation for a came
ra system to see better.

10.2 Laser safety questions
Argus laser is a class 3B device measured in international classification standards like 
IEC 825 000-1.
In short the laser safety have following practical results for the operator.

* Do not stare into the laser fields at short range ( less 1 meter ) so the illuminated 
fields are direct into the eyes

* Do not start the laser when surfaced as here it is easier to get it in the face of non 
controled people running around. laser means disiplin in operation

* Diver shall be aware of ttah he shall no stare into the illumination of the laser at 
short range. Pls double check this !

* At distances over 1 meter the laser is not more dangerous than the sun even if it 
is in the face. Sun is however not healthy and this shall always be avoided as 
much as possible

* Do not let unauthorised persons play with the system. 

10.3 Electrical Hazards and dangers in operation
Main problem is the combination of salt water and main 230 voltage. 
This is lethal when used in wrong way.
We use 110 volt adn 24 volt and all is insulated by extra transformers to reduce risks.
Key is the cable and if is damaged it must be repaidr immediatley and the system can 
not be used if so.

10.4 Heavy parts in cranes nac cause problems if dropped. 15 -20 kg kg is heavy when 
dropped on some one. newer walk under something hanging in a rope or wire.  Head 
is  not designed for 15 kg from 3 meter in height. Use helmet when needed.

11.0 Problems and repair of the Argus camera

11.1 System do not start up
All parts which shall have input voltage have a contol lamp. Pls see if it is on. If not 
check cables and connectors. This is the problem in 95 % of all cases.
Inverter have a buzzer signaling low battery voltage. If you hear this nouise pls. check 
battery immediatley.

11.2 If problem still occur pls. take a volt meter and check the main voltage and battery. 
There can be strange effects of under voltage

11.3 If problems still occur disconnect all voltages and restart all once again. There are micro
processors in the system which may need a boot up by some reason.

11.4 Strong over voltages can cause the protection device to cut of parts of the system. If 
this happens and system works after restart you must check and see if there are over 
voltages in the main voltage or battery.In boats with small generators and when large 
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motors are used like in hoists there can be over voltages which are  doubling the volta
ge for shorter periods. Check carefully this do not happen.

11.5 Out put window
The large diameter output window needs some care.
It is not weak but it can be scratched easily and this is never fun. Scratches visible in the 
air dissaper a lot when sub merged because of the index of gradients .This says that 
the problem about a bad window shall be checked under the water as it is 10X times 
larger in air where the camera is not used. Do this test before excanging the window !

11.5.1Change of window.
Window is bolted from front with 8 X M 6 Stain less steel screews. In the front there 
are 2 pcs of M6 threads in the plastics. If the special screews from the tool box are 
moutnted in the holes and not hard tighten you can easily pull the window out.
There is a rubber seal at the window flange which must be checked. If no problems the 
camera will not leak. When assembled the O-ring seal shall have some water proof
grease on the surface. This is very important

11.6 Cleaning of window at camera and screens and monitors
Pls do this with care
Soft textlie with water is OK if there are no particles on the surface
Alchohol is also acceptable.
Stronger solutions may destroy the windows and screens.

12.0 Spare parts for normal operation ( Optional versions can have other materi-
als )

Following parts are recomended. The optional service kit contains following parts

Service box in plastic contaning the parts

2 pcs O-ring seal for front window
2 pcs Window unit
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1 pcs Tube of special grease for O-rings
1 pcs Cleaning liquids for the sub sea camera
1 pcs Tool / key for front window screews
1 set General tools which are good to have

Weight of spare part kit about 5 Kg complete 

13.0 Options and short about the functions ( only extra and not normally included ).

13.1 CCD mini colour camera unit ( optional system )
This is a good quality camera mounted beside the intensified camera
Image is colour which is not available for the laser camera or intnsifier cameras at all
This adds colour capability and a acceptable sensitivity when not to 
dark.
Camera can be viewed by the screens at surface and there is a switch box for selec
ting  camera.
This option do neeed a surface cable and it is not practical to add this on an old system 
as it will be to costly.

13.2 Laser scale / ruler.
It is not easy to see distances under the water and to measure over a camera view. 
The 2 D image is not 3D and this is a matter of guessing. 
Laser ruler is a simple but effetive device to get a scale on what is wiewed.

Laser ruler / scale ( optional )

Inside the camera there are 3 lasers installed giving straingt points out in the water like 
a visible rope.

The laser beams are paralell over a long range and the distance between the beams 
are always 100 mm. It looks like a triangle with a 90 degree corner in one corner.
This gives 3 dots on target and they are separated at 100 mm in distance. ( Triangle )

When operator see some objects he can see the 3 points on the target. They know 
the distance between the points are 100 mm. Put a ruler / scale on the camera screen 
and see how many mm the 100 mm is on screen
By this you can check and measure on the screen with a scxale and calculate easily 
what other distances are.This is easy and efficient and adds a lot in reeduced jobs

As operator can see the about 100 mm separated markings the brain to also have a 
feeling about how far away the objects are. If the distance appears very small the 
surface must be far way.

Standard line lasers do have the capability to operate the same way by generatying a square 
of lighrt lines. The optional point lasers gives better range.

Transport pallet which may work as operators table

The Argus system can be delivered as an option with a special pallet which also can be used 
as a working table. THis is based onm a standard EU pallet with some accessories on the 
top. There is a compartment for the PC and a table style area for controllers + a area for the 
sub sea cable.  Pls see photos in this paper where the pallet option is used.
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Producer of  Argus sub sea camera system

Argus Camera is fully designed and produced by Laseroptronix
Argus camera is Made in Sweden with Swedish origin.

Laseroptronix AB
Bergdalen 2
172 79 Sundbyberg
Sweden

Allan Jansson  Manager 
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